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High PH in my Pond
http://forums2.gardenweb.com/forums/load/ponds/msg081933349762.html?35

Help! I just tested the pond water and the PH (on my chart) is very
dark blue or in the 9's. Nitrate and Ammonia levels are perfect. I've had an
algae bloom and have been working on removing this for 2 weeks, using
quilt batting and rinsing it off every night. Its still murky. I have a bio filter
Inside This Issue
and waterfall filter with mats in both places. I did a small water change last
Koilady’s Korner……..3 week, approximately 3000 gallons with 30 - 4" goldfish and some frogs.
The fish do not appear to be stressed. A lot of hyacinths covering about 1/3
Koi Behavior of Dis- of the pond along with lilies. HOW DO I FIX THIS! (forgive me if I don't
eases…………………..4 look at this right away as they block these sites at work and I'm gone 14 hrs
a day)
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Thanks, Jeannie
Pond………………….6
Just for the heck of it, check your pH early in the morning. You didn't say but I suspect you're checking the pH late in the afternoon/early evening. Here's what I THINK may be happening: the algae in your pond is
Journal………………..7
knocking the pH around. During the daylight hours, the algae consumes all
Do It Yourselve Protein the carbon dioxide it can ... this drives the pH up (I've seen ponds where
Skimmer………………8 the pH has hit as high as 9.5 during the afternoon) but at night - no
sunlight - the algae are net producers of carbon dioxide along with whatever the fish, microbes and everybody else in the pond is doing ... this
causes the pH to drop maybe as low as 7-7.5 or so, maybe even a bit
lower. IF this is the case then there are several things you need to do: a.)
check your alkalinity. a) Adjust it with baking soda until it is at least 80
mg/L or higher. b) continue to work on getting your algae under control more on this later. On the other hand, if your pH is very high in the morning AND night, then you may have other issues. Let us know what your
morning and evening pH readings are as well as the alkalinity. Also, are
you using pH strips or are you using some other method for testing for
pH? (The strips can give erroneous readings).
David
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about this wonderful hobby.
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Koi for sale year round.

High PH in my Pond
cont’d from front page

Hi Jeannie.

August 16, 2014: Bluewater

To answer your question about how much
baking soda (aka, sodium bicarbonate) to add: you
want to bring the total alkalinity above 80 mg/L or so.

Pond Club Tour & Barbeque.

You will need an alkalinity test kit (you didn't mention whether or
not you had one - and again, get one that uses drops). First, test you
alkalinity levels. If you are at or above 80 (approximately 6 drops
with most kits but verify this for yours) then you don't need to do
anything. If you are doing this in the afternoon (hence your pH is already high) you can dump in a cup to two cups. I usually pre-dissolve
it and slosh it around the pond or you can dump the powder right
into your waterfall - I'm assuming you have one - and let the water
mix and disperse it. Wait about an hour or two or even til the next
morning then recheck your alkalinity levels. Add more if you need to.
I keep a 10 pound bag of the stuff on hand (Costco's finest Arm &
Hammer!!).
Blue Water Pond Club

September 2, 2014: Regular
meeting at Royal LePage
building on Christina Street
in Sarnia.
October 7, 2014: Regular
meeting with Elections of
Officers.
November 1, 2014: Christmas Party at Nick’s Family
Restaurant, London Road,
Sarnia.
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A few days ago, I was contacted by a Member of the club concerning
the loss of some of her Koi. Cindy lives in Simcoe and last year, a mink farm
in her area, lost a lot of mink and foxes due to an organization breaking in
and setting many of them free.
This year, Cindy has had more losses and at first she thought it was a
mink or maybe even a snapping turtle or a raccoon. She thought it might be
a raccoon because there were parts of the Koi around the pond and raccoons
are known to play with their prey and remove parts of them. Mink of course, dive into the water,
remove the fish and take them home. Not sure about snapping turtles but I will do some research on
them to see what I can find out.
The day after the first losses, Cindy went out to the pond to find a couple of Kingfishers in the
tree by the pond and she now thinks that they are the culprits. She has crisscrossed fishing line on top
of the pond so stop the Herons from getting in and she was quite surprised that the Kingfishers were
able to find their way around the fishing line. Here is some information that I found on Kingfishers in
Canada.
Let’s listen to what Cindy had to say when I received her e-mail today.
The Kingfishers I have are a pair of Belted, the male is short and stocky about one foot or better with blue/grey black markings, the female is paler and doesn't look like the ones online, they have
brighter markings but I've only seen her from farther away. The dagger like dark bill is the dead give
away and the way their feathers stick up on top of the head is very distinctive. I saw them twice between 12:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. I put up a fake hawk on the old pond and a fake owl on the new
one yesterday and haven't seen ANY birds in my yard since, not even the good ones. It says on the
Hawk package to move it around every couple of days. They ate 4 of my baby koi, 3-5 inches the
day before and came back for more when I saw them. They screech before they land and screech at
me, especially the male. He was about 8 feet from me, sitting in the tree over the pond screeching at
me...quite nervy! Online you can listen to the sounds they make...very distinctive bird calls, sound
like an angry red squirrel chattering (www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/belted_kingfisher/id) is the site
that had the best info if you wanted to listen and look them up.
Female

I have a gypson covering that we are rigging up to go over
the koi pond, haven't seen any goldfish missing but they are hiding
so I know they hit that one too! Great!, if I put that on the pond
the dogs can't drink. The good birds are terrified and I can barely
get to or see my pond! I had left the fishing line up from last year
when they came...it worked then but isn't working now. Apparently they swoop and scoop or can hover over the water and dive
bomb to get the fish.

Blue Water Pond Club
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cont’d from page 4
I'm not sure if I have 2 separate predators or just the birds. When
they came last year they ate all of the babies I had and then they started
picking up and dropped a couple of bigger goldfish. This year I lost 1 4-7
inch koi...then another..then a 10-14 inch that I found the head of. They
grab the fish then hit them on a hard surface to kill them, then swallow..so
if they got the large fish and whacked it, that explains why there was no
teeth marks on the head and why it was in the pond?
Anyhow, I am going to continue as planned and I haven't had a
spawn at all. I'm loosing fish like crazy but I'm not giving up! I'm heading to
Kitchener to get 3 more Showas...they look good and the guy says that they
are about 6" so I'm picking up 3 and putting them in the tank inside for
now. If I can't get the predators under control...I'm going to have to greenhouse or something! It would just be nice to enjoy my ponds in a more
natural way...I'm angry but I will move the more expensive fish if I have to.

Cindy
Koi Behavior of Diseases or Disorders
cont’d from July

+ My Koi are flashing, jumping and scratching:
Normally a koi "scratches" once or twice per day.
So if you saw one of your koi scratching every hour you
would know something was irritating its skin. That
"something" can be as simple as a change in the pH or
alkalinity of the water. Temperature changes are sometimes associated with flashing behaviors. Finally, parasitic infestations can cause flashing behavior, including Trichodina (cure), Flukes (cure), Anchor Worm
and Fish Lice. (cure)
+ My koi are swimming head down:
I've never seen a koi exhibiting this behavior that did not end up manifesting a bacterial infection. I believe the head down posture is an accurate early warning sign that bacteria are assailing
the koi's system. I would highly recommend the fastest, earliest possible injection of antibiotics and
the institution of a medicated koi food feeding regimen. antibacterial bath has really changed everything as it replaces injections for those who are afraid to do them. Salting the pond is also a good
idea.
Blue Water Pond Club
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Koi Behavior of Diseases or Disorders
cont’d from page 4

+ My Koi just won't eat:
A koi that just won't eat is probably in suboptimal pond water conditions. Ammonia may be
accumulating, pH could be sagging, or both. Other parameters may be out of line. I would recommend a test of all pond water parameters, as soon as you can. If a major pond water change has not
been done in recent history, I would execute a major 70% pond water change immediately. Make
sure that if you're using municipal water for replacement that you dechlorinate the water. If the fish
still will not eat, consider salting the pond or using Terminate. Or, check your koi for parasites under
a microscope. This will refine your treatment strategies..
+ My Koi is isolating itself from the rest:
This is just the worst thing you can ever see when you look in your koi pond that was once
healthy. Probably, you added some new koi without quarantine. Now, you look in koi pond and
one or more koi may be isolating themselves away from the rest. These are the sick koi.
No koi, not even small koi, will normally isolate themselves from the rest of the koi pond. If you see
a little guy hovering behind the skimmer, the only good news is that the koi is giving you a warning
sign that it's sick. Haul out the koi and examine it closely, including, if not especially the gills! Perform
all water tests on the pond and then perform a major water change if one has not been done in the
last four weeks. Make sure that if you're using municipal water for replacement that you dechlorinate
the water. If water quality checks out fine, and the fish are still isolating, you should either diagnose
the problem with a microscope or perhaps consider a lightweight salting regimen.
+My Koi has a kinked back - Spastic Swimming:
If this has shown up suddenly, there are several
possible causes, but usually this is caused by a
lightning strike or electrical discharge into
your water from a damaged electrical appliance.
Sometimes you get lucky and the appliance causing the trouble identifies itself by "kicking the
breaker" and is off when you simultaneously discover you koi with this symptom. When you see
a koi with a kinked back swimming spastically,
don't dispair. If they have been electrically shocked, here's their prognostic information (chances):


Big koi, kinked, right side up, normal buoyancy: Kinking may worsen and curvature can become
more severe over time. These koi have more mature musculature and are growing more slowly.
They recover more slowly.

Blue Water Pond Club
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Koi Behavior of Diseases or Disorders
cont’d from page 5



Big koi, laying over, sinking: Prognosis is extremely poor. These koi do not equillibrate and they
end up being unable to support their body mass nutritionally and they end up beating the
"downside" eyeball out of the socket as they try to swim.



Small koi laying over, sinking: Still a poor prognosis. These koi may be able to eat enough to survive for a time, and perhaps equillibrate.



Big koi, right side up, on the bottom: These koi will sometimes have a swim bladder full of water.
There is a procedure with these "right side up" sinkers wherein the bladder can be tapped, guided
by Ultrasound, and the water removed from the air bladder and a mixture of air and antibiotics
inserted. Repeated several times it is possible that these koi can be remedied.



Small koi, right side up, sinkers: 25% of these koi will die or disappear from your koi pond. 75%
will scurry across the bottom and find sufficient food to survive long enough to recover from the
condition on their own. Smaller koi are probably easier to 'swimbladder tap' but they are also
somewhat more fragile.

Building a Pond Garden
http://www.garden.org/subchannels/landscaping/containers?
q=show&id=306
by Cathy White

For me, getting away from it all is simply a matter of stepping
out the back door and spending a little time by our water garden.
Listening to the soft sounds of rippling water and watching the graceful moves of the fish as they weave in and around the plants is my
favorite way to unwind after a busy day.
Besides providing a retreat, our pond attracts all kinds of birds, insects, toads and frogs. Our
vegetable garden benefits from the feeding habits of these pest-eating creatures, and I have the pleasure of watching them.
Every gardener can have a backyard oasis. A water garden needn't be large. The size of your
property and your budget will determine the scope of the project. Late spring is an ideal time to
build a garden pond because the soil is still moist, so is easy to dig. And, as outside temperatures get
warmer and more consistent, you can introduce fish and plants to their new home.
Here are step-by-step instructions of how my family installed our pond:
Stake the size and shape of your pond on the ground with a garden hose. Make the pond 18 to 24
inches deep for fish and deep water plants, with a 6- to 12-inch-deep zone to hold submerged pots.
Dig a 6 inch trench around the inside edge of your outline and remove stakes. Dig toward the center, removing the top 6 inches of soil and sod.
Blue Water Pond Club
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Building a Pond Garden
cont’d from page 6
Use a spade to outline the deep water zone, then dig downward and outward from the center
of this zone until it's the proper size and depth.
1. As you excavate, make sure the outer edge of the pond is level or the pond will appear lopsided.
Using a line level, string and yardstick, take measurements at 1-foot intervals around the perimeter.
Skipping this step on our sloping site would have left 6 inches of the liner visible at the front of
our pond and water lapping over the back. To level our site, we had to add 6 inches of soil
around the back edge of our pond.
2. To support soil at the low end, we sandwiched it between a strip of heavy-duty vinyl edging and
landscape timbers. We nailed wooden stakes to a 5-inch-wide piece of edging, then positioned it
along the back rim of the pond and hammered the stakes into the soil. Using the line level and

3.

4.

5.

6.

yardstick, we raised or lowered the top lip of the edging until it was level, then cut the timbers
and placed them along the length of the edging, leaving a 12-inch-wide gap. We filled this gap
with excavated soil.
An overflow pipe will prevent your pond from overflowing during heavy rain. You'll need a 1inch-diameter PVC pipe, assorted fittings, "O"-rings and PVC glue. Install the pipe so that the bottom lip sits just above normal water level. Direct the overflow to an existing drainage channel, a
sump drain or an underground drainage pipe.
Smooth the walls of the excavated area and remove any sharp rocks, roots or other debris that
might puncture the plastic liner. To cushion the liner, cover the walls with a 1-inch layer of sand,
an old piece of carpet or carpet pad or several layers of damp newspaper.
Open the liner and let it warm in the sun 30 minutes prior to installing to make it more flexible.
Center it over the top of the excavation and secure corners with bricks or stones. Slowly begin filling with water. Smooth out creases while the pond is filling. Folds are inevitable but will go unnoticed once the pond is edged and planted. Make sure you get a "fish grade" liner; a black one will
make the pond look deeper and more natural.
Allow the pond to settle for a few days, then trim off any excess liner, leaving a 12-inch flap. Bury
the liner in a sloping trench, backfill with topsoil and then plant flowers or grass, or top it with
gravel, river rock or boulders. Set all stonework in a 2- to 3-inch bed of sand or cement that is
sloped to carry off rainwater. If the pond is contaminated with cement, soil or other debris, siphon the water out, clean the pond and refill with fresh water.

7. After filling, allow the water to warm for a few days. City tap water is often treated -- chlorine
will dissipate naturally after a few days but chloramine must be removed with a dechlorinator.
You should also adjust the pH if necessary. Add plants first, then wait at least two weeks before
adding fish. The main plants we used are floating heart, tall, leafy pickerel rush and water lilies.

Photography by Suzanne DeJohn & National Gardening Association
Blue Water Pond Club
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Do It Yourself Protein Skimmer
http://www.gardenpondforum.com/threads/protein-skimmer.12062/

Editor’s Note: At the last pond of our pond tour I was talking to Ron and he was asking me why his
pond had brownish coloured water along with a lot of bubbles at the top of the pond around the
waterfall. I told him that it sounded like he had DOC’s (Dissolved Organic Carbons) and it was
caused by the amount of protein in the water. As the water went over the water fall, bubbles would
be produced.
In this small article, you will be told how to make a protein skimmer to remove those bubbles
foaming at the top of the pond. Next month I will find an article that explains the process of how
these bubbles are produced and why.
So, I decided to build myself a protein skimmer. It was a design made by a chap on another
forum.
I have modified it slightly. He used a 6" drain pipe, I've used a 4", 90d bend, then a 4" T, then
a 4" to 2" reducer and finally, a 2" ball valve to get the correct water levels. The drain pipe has a
grate at the bottom and I have filled it with flocor plastic bio media. So basically, my pump, pumps
pond water to my pressurised bio filter (contains fine and coarse foams and bio balls) and the outlet
which originally went to my water fall now has been diverted to the top of my protein skimmer,
then returns to the
Make sure to buy a 6” piece of
pond. Been running for
PVC with the Hub for the top
a few days and the
of the unit. It allows for easy
amount of horrible
You put the 6” to 4” expansion in height later on.
brown foam its been
reducer in the end of (Just slide another piece in the
pumping out is staggerthe T, then the 4” to top to make it taller.
ing. Obviously it does
2” reduce inside for
not look good to have a
your 2” outlet.
drain pipe sitting next to
your pond, but I've already noticed a differ12” - 14” piece of
ence in water clarity. I
6” PVC to connect.
post this because the
whole project cost
approx £25. The most
Ball Valve
expensive item was the
here assures
filter media. Very easy
water level
here.
to put together. I've
seen protein skimmers
6” x 6” x 4” “T”
6” 90 w/hubs
on the market for £500
2” BV
+ Defo worth a go.
Blue Water Pond Club
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